
 

Terms and Conditions: 

 Post-qualification experience of the candidate will be preferred. 

 Only shortlisted candidates will be called for the interview, no TA/DA will be given to the candidates who appear in the test/interview. 

 Only citizens of Pakistan and Azad Jammu & Kashmir are eligible for appointment. 
 

Competition Commission of Pakistan 
Government of Pakistan 

Situation Vacant  
Competition Commission of Pakistan invites  online applications from qualified/competent candidates for appointment on a two years contract against the following posts:- 

Posts Minimum Qualification Age Limit 
Minimum 
Experience 

Preferred Experience/Skills 
No. of 
Positions 

Lumpsum 
salary 
package (per 
month) 

Data/ Statistical 
Analyst 

Bachelor’s degree in a 
quantitative field (e.g., 
statistics, mathematics, 
computer science or 
related field) 

35 Years 8 years The key responsibilities will include collecting, analyzing, 
and interpreting data to support organization’s decisions 
via predictive analysis. The main tasks will include data 
cleaning, statistical modeling, and creating data 
visualizations. The ideal candidate should have a strong 
background in statistics, understanding of programming 
language such as python, javascript, XML, JSON etc. He/she 
should be proficient in data analysis tools (Business Objects, 
PowerBI and Tabaleu) and have the ability to translate 
complex findings into actionable recommendations. 

1 225,000/- 

Economist 
 

Master’s degree in 
Economics, statistics, 
mathematics or related 
field 

35 Years 8 years  The key responsibilities will include data analysis, 
forecasting economic indicators, and evaluating the impact 
of policies on the organization. The ideal candidate should 
have a strong background in economics, proficiency in 
statistical analysis and the ability to communicate complex 
economic concepts effectively.  

1 225,000/- 

Law Officer LLB/LLM 
(Preference will be given to 
LLM degree holder and, or 
Barrister at Law) 

35 Years 8 years The key responsibilities will include rendering advice on 
legal and regulatory affairs and perform all necessary acts 
as assigned. He/she shall be able to provide legal advice, 
drafting legal documents/instruments, conducting legal 
research, and represent the organization in various judicial 
forums. The ideal candidate should have a solid 
understanding of legal principles, excellent research and 
analytical skills and the ability to communicate complex 
legal concepts clearly.  Candidate must have valid high court 
license and 5 years experience of court appreance. 

2 175,000/- 

Media/ Advocacy 
Specialist 

Bachelor’s degree  in 
Journalism. Mass 
communication, Fine Arts, 
Design or related field 

45 Years 10 Years The key responsibilities will include craft and disseminate 
press releases, media advisories, and other official 
statements, with a focus on developing and implementing 
strategies to significantly enhance public awareness.The 
candidate will be responsible for strategically managing  our 
social media platforms, cultivating relationships with 
newspapers and engaging with TV channels to ensure broad 
coverage and positive representation of advocacy 
initiatives. Strong written and verbal communication skills 
are essential. Preference will be given to candidates with 
prior experience in working with media agencies or 
regulatory bodies in the similar field. 

1 250,000/- 

Videographer Bachelor’s degree in 
Media Science,  Film 
production, Media 
production, Video 
production, or a related 
field. 

35 Years 8 Years The ideal candidate will be responsible for capturing and 
producing high-quality video content for various purposes, 
including CCP’s initiatives, campaigns and events. This role 
involves proficiency in operating video equipment, 
managing production tasks and collaborating with team to 
bring compelling visual narratives. Candidate should have 
strong expertise in Adobe Premiere Pro and After Effects for 
video editing and post-production. Knowledge of SEO and 
content optimization for video platforms is a plus. 

1 175,000/- 

Management 
Executive  

Bachelor's degree in Law, 
Business administration, 
Economics, Finance, 
Mathematics, Statistics. 

28 Years N/A The candidate shall have a basic understanding of 
regulatory bodies. Strong written and verbal 
communication skills is essential. A strong academic 
background including coursework related to competition 
law or economics, can be advantageous. Adaptability, 
proactive attitude, analytical skills, attention to detail and 
the ability to work effectively in a team are highly valued 
attributes in this dynamic role that revolves around 
regulatory compliance. 

3 70,000/- 



 
 

 Government employees may apply through proper channel after getting NOC from the parent department. 

 Applications that are incomplete or received after the due date will not be considered. 

 General age relaxation of 5 years in upper age limit would be granted as admissible under the rules. 

 Candidates who try to exercise undue influence during the selection process will be disqualified immediately. 

 After completion of two years contract, the individuals showing the best abilities, knowledge and exceptional performance may be 
considered for extension. 

 The Organization reserves the right to accept, reject the applications or postpone the process as allowed under the rules. 

 The Lumpsum salary package will be offered without any additional allowances. 
 

How to apply:  
Interested candidates meeting the requisite qualification/experience/skills criteria for the mentioned posts may apply online at www.cc.gov.pk . Only online 
applications will be considred.  Last date  to apply is 15 days from the publication of this advertisement. 

 

Assistant Director (HR) 

Competition Commission of Pakistan 

051-9100260-3 

 
 


